
Dom's Kitchen Childrens Parties

If you are looking for something different for a birthday party Dom's
Kitchen parties could be the perfect answer! We ensure your party is a

memorable birthday for all.

Parties can be held within your home or chosen venue e.g village hall which can
be adapted depending on the number of guests and their age. Don't worry if

there isn't access to an oven or hob in your venue, we have packages available
which are 'non-cooking'.

We will take care of EVERYTHING so you can sit back, relax and we'll clear up
after!

Below are our current range of party packages. If you would prefer something
bespoke, perhaps your child has a favourite type of cuisine , please get in touch

and together we can create a personalised party.

Included in every party package:

• 2 hour party with dom and one assistant

• high quality ingredients and equipment

• aprons and hats to wear during the party

• all additional party food/catering

• tasty treats and recipe cards to take home

• The added option of food for the adults

• Tablecloths

• plates, cups, napkins
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0 Pizza and chocolate PACKAGE 0

PIZZA, CHOCOLATE LOLLIES, CUPCAKES

The order of the party...

• The children arrive and we settle them in by introducing ourselves. We 

prepare them for cooking by washing their hands, putting on aprons and 

personalising their chef’s hats (provided by ourselves). 

• Then we get the children into the cooking; firstly rolling and shaping a 

pizza dough from scratch. The fun (and mess!) starts here as they get 

their hands stuck in and knead the dough. Whilst their dough is proving, 

they will create their own chocolate lollipop to take home.

• As the chocolate sets, the children each decorate cupcakes (one to eat 

with their food and the others to take home) with a choice of icings, glitter

and sprinkles.            

                                                                                  

The children are entirely hands on during the session where all the 

preparation and cooking is contained at the table with our supervision.

Please note, no children enter the kitchen area (apart from

handwashing) or have access to the oven.

• Whilst we clear down the table and lay up for the birthday celebration, we 

provide you with a pass the parcel game for everyone with a food related 

prize for the winner! The lasts for approximately 10-15 minutes whilst 

their pizzas are cooking and lunch is being prepared.
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0   sweet treats package   0

cupcakes, OREO TRUFFLES, MARSHMALLOW LOLLIES

The order of the party...

• The children arrive and we settle them in by introducing ourselves. We 

prepare them for cooking by washing their hands, putting on aprons and 

personalising their chef’s hats (provided by ourselves). 

• Then we get the children into the cooking; firstly the Oreo mix. The fun 

(and mess!) starts here as they get their hands involved working the mix 

and later on coating them. 

• The children each decorate cupcakes (one to eat with their food and the 

others to take home) with a choice of icings, glitter and sprinkles.

• The children will skewer and dip their own marshmallows, and then coat 

in a popping candy with hundreds and thousands mix.

The children are entirely hands on during the session where all the 

preparation and cooking is contained at the table with our supervision.

Please note, no children enter the kitchen area (apart from

handwashing) or have access to the oven.

• Whilst we clear down the table and lay up for the birthday celebration, we 

provide you with a pass the parcel game for everyone with a food related 

prize for the winner! The lasts for approximately 10-15 minutes.
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 0 no bake all decorate PACKAGE 0

This package is great if you are low on kitchen or oven space, and is more of a 

decorating/finishing party. This is ideal for village halls, with larger numbers. 

Each item can be prepared at a different 'station'.

PIZZA - Takeaway and to be COOKed AT HOME

 CUPCAKES, Biscuits, CAKE POPS

The order of the party...

• The children arrive and we settle them in by introducing ourselves. We 

prepare them for cooking by washing their hands, putting on aprons and 

personalising their chef’s hats (provided by ourselves). 

• Then we get the children to rotate through the different work stations,  to 

produce their own personalised cupcakes, biscuits and cake pops. This 

will involve chocolate work, icing and garnishing/cutting.

• The pizza dough will be premade by Dom, ready for the children to roll 

out, add sauce and toppings. It will then be labelled and boxed to be taken

and  cooked at home.

    The children are entirely hands on during the session where all the 

preparation and cooking is contained at the table with our supervision.

Please note, no children enter the kitchen area (apart from

handwashing) or have access to the oven.

Whilst we clear down the table and lay up for the birthday celebration, we 

provide you with a pass the parcel game for everyone with a food related prize 

for the winner! The lasts for approximately 10-15 minutes.
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PACKAGE INFORMATION

A yummy feast will also be provided on all packages for the children to enjoy, 

including:

• Pizza(if choosing the pizza party)/Sandwich Selection

• Mini sausage rolls (vegetarian/vegan option available)

• Vegetable crudites 

• Fruit skewers

• Popcorn

• Fruit squash

• Cupcakes*

*The cupcakes are iced and decorated by the children. They can be used as the 

main birthday celebration cake (or just to take home). The children place their 

cakes onto our cupcake stand and we sing ‘Happy Birthday’ (candles 

provided)before they either eat their cakes or take them home. 

Alternatively, you are welcome to bring along your own celebration cake.

Home time…

Each child will leave with a party bag/box consisting of what they have made 

and recipe cards where applicable.

Costs...

• Up to 8 children - £200

• Additional children - £15.00 each

Should you wish to consider opting for a bite to eat for parents and family, we 

can provide a selection of adult food, with complimentary tea/coffee -

• Homemade scones served with clotted cream and jam - £3.00 per head

• A selection of cheeses with biscuits, grapes and chutney - £5.00 per head

• Olives, Marinated Mozzarella, Handcooked Crisps and Dips - £4.50 per 

head
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